
Pregnancy Belly and Reality Baby Simulate Real Life 

Students in the KDS High School Child Development class are getting to experience what it would 

be like to be pregnant and have a baby.  The “Pregnancy Belly” and “Reality Baby” projects are for 

both female and male students because even though males may not be able to be pregnant  

themselves, it’s a great opportunity for them to know what it’s like for a female carrying a baby.  And 

both male and female students need to learn what it might be like to have a real baby. 

The “Pregnancy Belly” baby bump has many realistic features such 

as a bag of water representing the baby in the womb and heavy 

balls on the lower ribs indicating the baby’s feet pressing against 

the ribcage.  The students have to wear the baby bump for a whole 

school day.  

The students were eager to share their thoughts on the “Pregnancy 

Belly” project: 

- “My experience with the baby belly project was unexplainable. I 

can honestly say I have a whole new respect for pregnant women.” 

- “It was a great experience to feel what the woman carrying the  

baby feels — the weight, how it feels to bend over and pick up 

stuff.”  

- “Just sitting for a while and then standing up was exhausting. It 

honestly felt like the experience was real.”  

- “Being a male, I can’t carry an actual baby, but it was an  

interesting experience for helping my future spouse and  

understanding how she might feel during pregnancy.” 

After the students in the Child Development class spend a day wearing the “Pregnancy Belly” to  

simulate pregnancy, they then get to take a “Reality Baby” home 

for a week. The “Reality Baby” is a way for the students to see 

what it’s like to have a real baby and care for a newborn.  This 

project is intended to simulate the real-life scenario of a baby 

and its needs and to help teens understand the reality of having 

babies.  The babies cry when they are hungry, need a diaper 

change, need to be burped, want to be rocked, or just because 

they are fussy.   

Students wear a special bracelet, and the computer in the baby 

records how quickly students respond to the crying, if they  

respond correctly, and if the baby has been handled too roughly.  

There are different crying schedules, and all of the schedules 

have the babies crying during the middle of the night, often  

several times each night.  

Most of the students found it very stressful to be on-call 24/7.  If 

they weren’t able to take the baby into one of their classes  

during the school day, they had to get the baby into daycare.  There was a list of extra classroom 

jobs students could do to pay for their daycare hours.  

The Family and Consumer Sciences department was able to purchase the “Pregnancy Belly” and 

the “Reality Baby” through a grant from the National Junior Membership of the DAR through the  

Helen Pouch Memorial Fund.   

Student Nicole Binkley models the 
“Pregnancy Belly” 

KDS Junior Bailee Sutphin is shown here 
with her “Reality Baby” 


